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Several previous analyses of volcanic terrains have been conducted via 
radar imaging (1-7). Most of these studies involved aa flows, many of which 
are weathered. The objective of our study was to determine the radar image 
charactertistics for near-vents flows of predominantly pahoehoe textures, 
using images produced from a variety of radar systems. The results of this 
work may be relevant for Venus in the analysis of Venera radar images from 
Veneras 15 and 16 as anticipated from the VRM mission. The images used in 
this study were obtained from synthetic aperture, side-looking airborne radar 
systems: an -- X band (3-cm wavelength) radar system operated at an incidence 
angle ranging from 45" to 65O, with dual polarization (HH, HV), and with a 
resolution cell (azimuth x range) of 15 x 15 meters; and an -- L band (25-cm 
wavelength) radar system operated at an incidence angle ranging from 0" to 
40°, with dual polarization (HH, HV), and with a resolution cell (azimuth x 
range) of 30 x 10 meters. Thus, four sets of data were analyzed: 1) X-band 
HH, 2) X-band HV, 3) L-band HH, and 4) L-band HV. 

We found that smooth, collapsed blisters of shelly pahoehoe had weak 
returns in all four radar images. These weak returns were identical to those 
from other pahoehoe surfaces that were covered with smooth mantles of 
wind-blown sediments. Thus, if the near-vent flows are slightly weathered, we 
do not see a unique radar signature. Hummocky pahoehoe flows have strong 
backscatter in all four images, most likely due to the large range in surface 
roughness causing multiple scattering at both radar wavelengths. Aa lava 
flows show the greatest variation in backscatter intensities--strong XHH, weak 
XHV, strong LHH, and very strong LHV returns. This variation is due most 
likely to an increase in multiple scattering at the L band scale. Although 
smooth and rough surface textures can be differentiated in the radar images, 
there are constraints in tracing textural changes back to a particular fissure 
vent. First, the near-vent textures do not have unique radar backscatter. 
Second, the stratigraphy is sufficiently complex that flows rarely can be 
traced to their sources. Textural transitions seen in radar images did not 
result from single flows emanating from a fissure vent. Rather, lavas of 
different textures, ages, flow paths, and source vents combined to form 
complex textural patterns. Small-scale, individual flows with textural 
transitions were not seen clearly in the radar images due to resolution 
restrictions of the imaging systems. 

Eruptive fissures are detectable in the radar images by virtue of the 
structures that form along their length. Spatter ramparts paralleling the 
eruptive fissures have diagnostic, strong backscatter in the X band images 
that contrasts with the weak backscatter of the surrounding shelly pahoehoe 
lava. These spatter ramparts were not delineated in the L band images. The 
centimeter-scale micro-relief of the agglutinate spatter may cause scattering 
of the X band energy more than the L band energy. Although the structures can 
be several meters high the look directions for both imaging systems are 
approximately parallel to the trend of the ramparts, so the walls do not serve 
as reflectors. This emphasizes the importance of look direction in detecting 
potential reflectors. It is also possible that system designs governing 
resolution, such as transmitted power, antenna gain, sensitivity to 
temperature, number of looks, and signal to noise ratio may contribute to the 
difference in visibility of the spatter ramparts in the radar images. 
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